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Many animal societies rely on highly influential keystone individuals for

proper functioning. When information quality is important for group success,

such keystone individuals have the potential to diminish group performance if

they possess inaccurate information. Here, we test whether information

quality (accurate or inaccurate) influences collective outcomes when keystone

individuals are the first to acquire it. We trained keystone or generic individ-

uals to attack or avoid novel stimuli and implanted these trained individuals

within groups of naive colony-mates. We subsequently tracked how quickly

groups learned about their environment in situations that matched (accurate

information) or mismatched (inaccurate information) the training of the

trained individual. We found that colonies with just one accurately informed

individual were quicker to learn to attack a novel prey stimulus than colonies

with no informed individuals. However, this effect was no more pronoun-

ced when the informed individual was a keystone individual. In contrast,

keystones with inaccurate information had larger effects than generic individ-

uals with identical information: groups containing keystones with inaccurate

information took longer to learn to attack/avoid prey/predator stimuli and

gained less weight than groups harbouring generic individuals with identical

information. Our results convey that misinformed keystone individuals can

become points of vulnerability for their societies.
1. Introduction
A group’s composition often determines its success. Factors such as group size [1],

sex ratio [2,3], relatedness [4], demography [5], body size distribution [6] and

behavioural composition [7–9] result in emergent group phenotypes [10] that,

in turn, help to determine their fate. This relationship is well recognized in behav-

ioural ecology [11–13]. Yet the effects of group composition can often be subtle,

non-additive and counterintuitive, especially in societies harbouring keystone

individuals, which are defined as individuals that exhibit a disproportionately

large influence over groups’ collective behaviour or success [14].

Keystone individuals are a common and often volatile social phenomenon

present in a variety of systems. Movement leaders [15,16], knowledgeable

tutors [17,18], disease super-spreaders [19,20], hyperaggressive males [21] and

social arbitrators [22,23] represent just some of the ways in which one or a few

individuals can influence entire societies. Interestingly, evidence from dozens of

field studies indicates that the effects of keystone individuals on group success

can range from beneficial to disastrous, depending on numerous circumstances

[14]. Thus, the same group members that are invaluable in one context can

prove problematic in another. For example, individuals that are responsible for
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rapid transmission of beneficial substances, such as food, may

also cause accelerated disease spread [24]. Unfortunately,

much of our understanding of how keystones operate comes

from descriptive studies [25]. We therefore maintain a relatively

weak mechanistic understanding of how keystones exert their

influence and/or which factors can cause a keystone’s impacts

to switch from positive to negative.

Social interaction networks have the potential to spread

the impact of keystone individuals throughout the colony

quickly. In particular, theory and some empirical work

suggest that highly connected [26] and socially influential

[27,28] individuals might spread information quickly and

thoroughly throughout their group. If this is true, and if infor-

mation accuracy is important for group success, then the

impacts of keystone individuals could change drastically

depending on whether they possess accurate or inaccurate

information. Notably, network centrality is just one mechan-

ism by which keystone individuals can come to wield social

influence. In this study, we test the hypothesis that the

group-level consequences of information (accurate or inaccur-

ate) will vary depending on whether or not its original bearer

is a keystone individual. Specifically, we predict that the effects

of both accurate and inaccurate information will be most pro-

nounced when the keystone individual is its original bearer.

We liken any instance where singularly influential individuals

enhance group performance under some conditions at the cost

of performance during others to an idiomatic Achilles’ heel,

defined as an attribute that renders its bearer vulnerable in

spite of an overall strength [29]. We hypothesize that any

society that relies on keystone individuals for success renders

itself vulnerable to manipulation if such individuals depart,

perish or become compromised. In contrast, if societies

lacked such individuals and were instead composed of equiv-

alent group members, the effect of compromising any one

individual would be comparatively small. We term this

hypothesis the Achilles’ heel hypothesis.

In the social spider Stegodyphus dumicola (Araneae, Eresi-

dae), a group’s boldest individual has a disproportionately

large influence over group hunting behaviour and success

[30,31]. Boldness is defined as an individual’s tendency to

place themselves in a threatening situation [32], which in

S. dumicola is expressed as a short latency to resume normal

activity after being presented with an aversive stimulus.

Links between personality and probability of becoming

keystone individuals are fairly common [14,33]. In S. dumicola,

the link between boldness and keystone-ness is particularly

strong (R2 ¼ 0.36–0.67) [30,31]: simply adding one very bold

individual to a colony increases the number of attackers that

respond to live prey by 300–600% and increases the mass

gained by societies as a whole by 300%, and these effects

linger for weeks after a keystone individual’s removal [34].

No such effects are observed when the presence of shy individ-

uals is manipulated. These bold individuals appear to exert

their disproportionately large influence over group behaviour

(i.e. act as keystone individuals) by catalysing aggressive fora-

ging behaviour in their otherwise shy colony mates [31,34]. The

longer that keystone individuals remain in a group, the more

dramatic their effects become and the longer their effects

linger following their departure or death [34].

In S. dumicola, particularly bold individuals, which

previous work indicates function as keystone individuals

[30,31], are often the first individuals to interact with both

prey and predators following dispersal. For a few days after
colony establishment, keystone individuals initiate and com-

plete a disproportionately large number of prey capture and

web repair events [31,35]. This means that keystone individuals

are potentially the first individuals to obtain information about

their new environment, and these individuals may be more

adept at spreading such information because of their enhanced

social influence. We posit that the accuracy of this information

could shape both colony performance and the speed at which

whole societies learn about changing environments.

To examine how keystone individuals influence the rate

at which their groups collectively learn about their envi-

ronment, we created experimental colonies in which one

individual was trained to associate one vibratory stimulus

with a profitable prey item and a second stimulus with that

of a predator. We then subjected colonies to conditions that

either matched or mismatched the trained individual’s train-

ing. We subsequently tested how the tendency of colonies to

attack either stimulus changed over time. Specifically, we pre-

dict (i) that the speed at which colonies learn to respond to

either stimulus appropriately will depend on whether the

trained individual possesses accurate or inaccurate infor-

mation, and (ii) that these effects will be more pronounced

when the trained individual is a putative keystone individual.

(iii) Finally, we predict that colonies will gain the most mass

when keystone individuals harbour accurate information,

and the least amount of mass when keystone individuals har-

bour inaccurate information. In contrast, we predict relatively

minor colony-level effects when generic individuals harbour

accurate versus inaccurate information. We define generic
individuals as any non-keystone individual. In S. dumicola,

generic individuals standardly represent 80–95% of all

colony members and exhibit a shy behavioural tendency

(N.P.-W. & J.N.P. 2016, unpublished data).
2. Material and methods
(a) Natural history
The social spider S. dumicola inhabits arid and semi-arid envi-

ronments throughout southwestern Africa. This species lives

in inbred colonies containing one to several thousand indivi-

duals [36,37]. Within these colonies, individuals cooperate in

web maintenance, prey capture and alloparental care [38]. This

species also exhibits a highly female-biased sex ratio, which is

thought to be the outcome of historic patterns of colony-level

selection for enhanced colony growth rate [3,39,40]. Stegodyphus
dumicola webs are composed of two functional components: a

dense three-dimensional labyrinthine retreat, where individuals

reside for the majority of their time, and several two-dimensional

capture webs that radiate out from the retreat, which serve to

intercept prey [41]. Individuals rarely move between colonies

in this species and new colonies are initiated by either one or a

small group of gravid foundresses [37,42,43].

(b) Procedural overview
We collected 10 large S. dumicola colonies (240–689 females, aver-

age colony size ¼ 30 spiders) along the southern Kalahari Basin

in Upington, South Africa (28849.0940 S, 21852.0340 E) in February

2015. Colonies were collected by placing the entire colony within

a cotton pillowcase and then trimming off the supporting

branches. Colonies were then transported back to our camp at

Koekais in Griekwastad, Northern Cape, South Africa. Colonies

were hand-sorted and all of the resident individuals were

counted and sexed. Only mature females were used for the
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present studies. The weight and body size (prosoma width) of all

colony constituents were obtained using a portable balance and

digital callipers. We then ran each spider through a behavioural

assay (described below) to determine its ‘boldness’. We sub-

sequently assigned 10 females to each experimental colony:

nine shy individuals and one bold individual that represented

the putative keystone individual. This behavioural composition

closely approximates those of naturally occurring colonies;

most colonies contain 60–95% shy individuals [44]. Individuals

were distinguished by an individualized sequence of paint

markings atop their abdomens.

We used each source colony to make one experimental

colony for each of nine treatments in a balanced split-colony

design. We never mixed individuals from multiple source colo-

nies, in order to preserve natural levels of within-colony

relatedness and familiarity [36,45]. Before placing individuals

together in an experimental colony, we selected either the bold

individual or one shy individual haphazardly for training.

Spiders selected for training were taught to associate one of

two novel vibratory stimuli (stimulus A or stimulus B) with

prey and the other with a predator. The vibratory stimulus that

was paired with each outcome (prey or predator) was alternated

among colonies. Training sessions occurred in individual 30 ml

deli cups. Training sessions occurred twice daily for four days.

After these training sessions, we placed all 10 individuals (one

trained individual and nine naive individuals) within an exper-

imental colony. The colony was allowed 24 h to construct a

web. We subsequently assayed their collective response towards

either stimulus twice daily for the next 6 days. We removed the

trained individual from each colony prior to conducting the

last two assays (nos. 11–12).

Half of the experimental colonies were maintained in an

environment that matched the training of the trained individual

(‘informed’ treatment), and the other half of the colonies were

subjected to a reversal treatment, where the associations experi-

enced by the colony mismatched the training of the trained

individual (‘misinformed’ treatment).

(c) Boldness assays
Boldness is defined as an individual’s willingness to place itself in a

threatening or high-risk situation [32,46]. We assessed individuals’

boldness as their latency to resume movement following an aversive

stimulus, which is a commonly used metric in spiders [47,48]

and other arthropods [49,50]. Individual spiders were taken

from their home containers and placed in the centre of a circular

open-topped arena. After 30 s of acclimation, two rapid puffs of

air were applied to the anterior prosoma of the spider using an

infant nose-cleaning bulb. This procedure resulted in the spider

drawing its legs in tight against its body in a death-feigning posture.

We then recorded the amount of time it took for the individual to

resume its normal posture and traverse one body length. Trials

were terminated after the spider moved one body length or after

600 s, whichever occurred first. Individuals with shorter latencies

to resume movement were deemed ‘bolder’ than other individuals.

For our analyses, we create a boldness index by subtracting

individuals’ latency to resume movement following the aversive

stimulus from 600 s (the maximum time), thus creating a bold-

ness index where larger values represent higher degrees of

boldness. This boldness metric is repeatable in all three species

of social Stegodyphus and is associated with individuals’ pro-

pensity to participate in prey capture and collective escape

behaviour [31,35]. For these experiments, we operationally

defined ‘shy’ individuals as those with a boldness score between

0 and 200, and ‘bold’ individuals as those with a boldness score

between 400 and 600. This boldness metric exhibits a very high

statistical repeatability (ICC ¼ 0.60–0.80), thus individuals

scored as bold remain behaviourally distinct from their shy

counterparts [45,51].
(d) Individual training trials
Spiders were allowed 3 days to build a web individually in their

30 ml container before beginning their training regime. Training

trials were initiated by removing the lid to the spider’s container

and placing a 1.5 � 1.5 cm piece of computer paper in the web.

We then allowed 10 s of acclimation before gently touching the

paper with a metal prod attached to a handheld vibratory device

(GoVibe, Fun Factory). Two settings which varied in vibration

frequency were used; which setting was associated with a predator

and which with a prey item was alternated among individuals. The

first stimulus was a consistent low amplitude vibration (stimulus A)

and the second was a pulse setting characterized by pulses of high

amplitude and brief pauses in between (stimulus B). We adminis-

tered the stimulus for 90 s or until the spider emerged from its

retreat and made contact with the paper. For our rewarding prey

treatment, we provided attacking spiders with a small fragment

of a karoo moth (Loxostege trustalis), which is a common prey

item found in S. dumicola capture webs. For our unrewarding pred-

ator treatment, we touched attacking spiders with the anterior end

of a live predatory ant, Anoplolepis custodiens, held by the thorax

with a pair of tweezers. Anoplolepis is one of S. dumicola’s most

significant predators [41].

For some colonies, the trained individual was a keystone (bold)

individual and in others the trained individual was a generic (shy)

individual. Individual learning trials were conducted in the morn-

ing and early evening hours each day for four consecutive days.

We also implemented a set of control trials where individuals

received an equal number of encounters with predator and prey

as the treatment individuals, but there was no reliable (i.e. random-

ized) association between the stimulus and outcome (hereafter

‘control individuals’). Control colonies contained one such spider

and nine naive spiders. In half of the cases, the control spider

was a keystone (bold) individual and in half it was a generic

(shy) individual.
(e) Collective learning trials
Experimental colonies were constructed with nine shy individuals

and one bold individual. Nine of these individuals were untrained

naive individuals and one was a trained individual. Experimental

colonies were constructed with one of nine treatments: colonies

contained a trained individual with accurate or inaccurate infor-

mation (i.e. matched or mismatched the trained individual’s

training); the trained individual was either a keystone (bold) indi-

vidual or a generic (shy) individual; the experienced individual

was trained to associate stimulus A with prey and stimulus B

with predators, or vice versa. This constituted a fully factorial

2 � 2 � 2 (eight treatments) experimental design, plus a set of con-

trol colonies in which a control individual was added to a group of

naive spiders. We constructed five to seven colonies of each com-

bination plus a set of 12 control colonies (total n ¼ 63). We were

prevented from having more colonies per treatment because

some individuals died during the course of their training.

Colonies were constructed by placing all 10 spiders within a

490 ml plastic cup containing several clippings of dried red

thorn acacia (Vachellia reficiens) to facilitate web construction. Colo-

nies were given 24 h to construct a web before collective learning

trials were initiated. As with the individual training trials, first a

1.5 � 1.5 cm piece of computer paper was placed onto the web.

We then vibrated the paper with one of the two vibratory stimuli.

If and when the colonies attacked, we administered the appropri-

ate prey/predator outcome to the responding individuals’

according to the treatment. Although only the responding individ-

uals interacted with the predator, prey items were typically

dragged back towards the nest and shared with other colony mem-

bers. We recorded whether or not the colony attacked and their

latency of attack for each interaction. Colonies were permitted

600 s to attack the prey, after which time we terminated the trial
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and scored the colony as not having attacked the prey. One set of

trials was performed in the morning and a second set at night

for six consecutive days. On the evening prior to the last day, we

experimentally removed the trained individual to determine

whether the patterns observed over the course of our experiment

were contingent on the trained individual’s continued presence

within the colony. In control colonies, we removed one randomly

selected individual, to control for alterations to group size.

At the end of the sixth day, we randomly selected four

untrained individuals per colony and re-determined their mass.

We used their average change in mass as our metric of colony

success. We deemed colonies that gained more mass (or those

that lost less mass) per capita as being more successful.

( f ) Statistical methods
To assess whether our individual training regime impacted indi-

viduals’ latency to attack various stimuli, we used a GLMM. We

included trial number, whether the individual was a keystone or

not, treatment (stimulus A prey and stimulus B predator, stimu-

lus A predator and stimulus B prey, control treatment) and a

treatment � trial number interaction term as predictor variables

in our model. We included source colony ID and individual ID

nested within source colony ID as random effects. A significant

interaction term between trial number and treatment (trained

versus control individuals) indicates that individuals’ response

towards either stimulus changes over time as a result of their

training. A separate analysis was run for the prey and predator

outcomes, and thus we used a modified alpha of 0.025.

To test whether the influence of information quality changed

depending on the social influence of its bearer, we used two

GLMMs. We included information quality (informed, misin-

formed or control), whether the trained individual was a

keystone versus generic individual, trial number, and all possible

interaction terms as predictor variables in our models. Colonies’

latency to attack was used as our response variable. Instances

where colonies failed to attack were provided the maximum

score of 600 s. We included source colony ID, experimental

colony ID nested within source colony ID, and stimulus associ-

ation (stimulus A prey and stimulus B predator, or vice versa)

as random effects in our analysis. Again, a separate analysis

was run for the prey and predator outcome, and thus we used

a modified alpha of 0.025 for all of our statistics.

To determine the effects that our various treatments had on

mass gain, we averaged the change in mass of the four exemplar

individuals taken from each experimental colony and used this

metric as our response variable. We included information quality

(informed versus misinformed), whether or not the trained individ-

ual was a keystone, and the interaction term information quality �
keystone/generic as predictor variables. Here again, we included

source colony ID and stimulus association (stimulus A prey and

stimulus B predator or vice versa) as random effects in our model.

For all of our analyses, we first considered models containing

all of the random effect variables mentioned above. In cases

where the random effect(s) did not explain a significant proportion

of the variation (i.e. the 95% CI overlapped zero), we removed the

effect(s) from the final analysis. The stimulus association pattern

failed to explain a significant portion of the variation in any of

our models so was excluded entirely from the final models.

Effect sizes are given in terms of parameter estimates +s.e. All

of our analyses were run using JMP PRO v. 10.0.
3. Results
(a) Individual learning proficiency
Individuals learned to associate novel vibratory stimuli with

prey. Our model predicting individuals’ latency to attack the
prey stimulus detected significant main effects of trial

number (F1,503.8 ¼ 6.58, p ¼ 0.011, estimate ¼ 21.14+0.44),

whether or not the focal individual was a keystone individual

(F1,502.3 ¼ 6.36, p ¼ 0.011, estimate ¼ 2.46+0.97), treatment

(F2,484.4 ¼ 8.08, p ¼ 0.0004, estimate ¼ 23.9+1.34) and a

near-significant interaction term, treatment � trial number

(F2,503.8 ¼ 3.54, p ¼ 0.03, estimate ¼ 21.25+0.04). This inter-

action term became non-significant when we removed the

control treatment from the analysis (F1,404.2 ¼ 0.63, p ¼ 0.42,

estimate ¼ 0.35+0.43), indicating that whether the prey

was associated with stimulus A or stimulus B had little bear-

ing on outcome. All other main effects were non-significant

( p . 0.42). Individuals of the control treatment tended to

exhibit a similar, albeit erratic latency to attack the prey

stimulus over time, whereas individuals that received a con-

sistent association between the stimulus and prey reward

attacked prey more quickly over time (electronic supplemen-

tary material, appendix 1). Overall, keystone individuals

exhibited a latency to attack the prey stimulus 9–10 s

faster than generic individuals (F1,355 ¼ 12.72, p ¼ 0.0004,

estimate ¼ 22.46+0.97). Such a different might seem trivial

at first glance, but subtle differences in colonies’ latency to

attack doubtlessly translate into prey won or lost.

Individuals also learned to associate novel vibratory stimuli

with a predator. Our model assessing individuals’ latency to

attack the predator stimulus detected significant main effects

of trial number (F1,502.1 ¼ 44.50, p , 0.0001, estimate ¼

4.34+0.65) and the interaction term treatment � trial

number (F2,502.1¼ 10.7, p , 0.0001, estimate ¼ 2.71+0.86).

Here again, this interaction term became non-significant

when the control treatment was removed from the analysis

(F1,400.2¼ 0.41, p ¼ 0.51, estimate ¼ 0.33+0.51), indicating

again that whether the predator outcome was associated with

stimulus A or stimulus B had little bearing on the observed

pattern. All other main effects were non-significant ( p .

0.47). For the predator stimulus, control individuals again

failed to exhibit any striking temporal pattern in their latency

to attack. In contrast, individuals that received a consistent

association between stimulus and predator outcome exhibited

progressively longer latencies to attack the stimulus (electronic

supplementary material, appendix 1).
(b) Collective learning proficiency
Colonies’ latency to attack prey generally decreased with

experience, and colonies containing an informed indivi-

dual, keystone or otherwise, attacked prey more quickly

and sooner during the experiment. Our model predicting

colonies’ latency to attack the prey stimulus detected main

effects of information quality (F2,565 ¼ 12.71, p , 0.0001,

estimate ¼ 281.28+21.8) and trial number (F9,562.8 ¼ 3.98,

p , 0.0001, estimate ¼ 263.28+23.21). All other main effects

were non-significant (all p . 0.18; figure 1). Notably, the effect

of an informed individual lingered even after it was removed

from the colony after trial no. 10 (figure 1). We further noted

that colonies containing a misinformed keystone individual

attacked prey more slowly than control colonies (figure 1),

but no such effect was observed in colonies containing a misin-

formed generic individual. Here again, colonies containing

misinformed keystones exhibited this pattern throughout the

majority of the experiment, even after the misinformed individ-

ual’s departure.
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In the predator stimulus treatment, we failed to detect a sig-

nificant difference between control colonies and colonies

containing informed individuals, keystones or otherwise. In

contrast, we detected a significant effect of misinformed

keystone individuals, where colonies containing misinformed

keystones attacked predator stimuli more rapidly during the

early portion of our experiment. Our model predicting

colonies’ latency to attack the predator stimulus detected

significant main effects of trial number (F9,562.4¼ 14.12,

p , 0.0001, estimate ¼ 81.73+34.25), information quality �
trial number (F18,562.4¼ 1.91, p ¼ 0.01, estimate ¼ 2116.36+
53.85) and trial number � keystone status (F9,562.4 ¼ 2.22,

p ¼ 0.02, estimate ¼ 115.34+34.25). All other main effects

were non-significant (all p . 0.09) (figure 1).

(c) Mass gain
Colonies containing misinformed keystone individuals tended

to lose 200–400% more mass than any other treatment group

and 280% more than the control group (Levene’s test for
HoV: F5,54 ¼ 1.88, p ¼ 0.11). Our model predicting mass gain

of untrained colony members detected significant main effects

of information quality (F2,52.35 ¼ 5.92, p ¼ 0.005, estimate ¼

0.0034+0.002), keystone status (F1,52.69 ¼ 6.25, p ¼ 0.02,

estimate ¼ 0.0033+0.001) and the interaction term infor-

mation quality � keystone status (F2,52.18¼ 5.67, p ¼ 0.006,

estimate 0.0046+0.0011) (figure 2).
4. Discussion
One common benefit of group living is the potential of individ-

uals in groups to learn about their environment through social

interactions, and thus make more swift, accurate and/or effec-

tive decisions than solitary individuals [52,53]. Such social

learning has been noted in a variety of animal societies

[17,18,54–57] and has profound theoretical ramifications for

how societies function [58]. In this study, we show that the

effects of information quality on group performance differ

based on the identity of its original bearer. In the social
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spider S. dumicola, misinformation in the tarsal claws) of

keystone individuals decreased the rate that colonies learned

to attack or avoid novel prey and predator stimuli, respectively.

In contrast, accurate information in the hands of keystone

individuals had similar effects to accurate information in the

hands of generic individuals. Thus, keystone individuals

appear more likely to hurt their societies by harbouring inac-

curate information than to help their societies by harbouring

accurate information, at least under dynamic conditions

where the association between stimulus and outcome vary

temporally. This is in contrast to previous studies on S. dumicola
using live prey only: when colonies are iteratively subjected to a

single stimulus that always conveys food (crickets), colonies

containing keystone individuals gain 300% more mass and

have 30–40% higher survivorship than colonies lacking key-

stones [31]. Taken together, these results suggest that

keystone individuals have the propensity to become ‘Achilles’

heels’ for their societies, leading to enhanced group vulner-

ability (under some conditions) because of their propensity

to diminish societal performance when they harbour inaccur-

ate information. Notably, in S. dumicola, as in other systems,

an individual’s probability of becoming a keystone individual

is linked with its personality type [31,34]. This further high-

lights the value of considering individual variation in

behaviour when exploring collective outcomes.

When colonies were subjected to conditions that matched

the training of trained individuals, they learned to attack

profitable prey stimuli sooner than control colonies. A similar

magnitude of effect was observed regardless of whether or

not the trained individual was a keystone individual, and

these effects lasted for a moderate number of trials (trial nos.

4–10). All colonies, regardless of treatment, eventually con-

verged on a similar latency to attack the prey stimulus by the

end of our experiment (figure 1). In contrast, we did not

detect a significant effect of accurately informed trained indi-

viduals (keystone or not) on the rate with which colonies

learned to avoid the predator stimulus. By trial nos. 4–5, all

colonies, regardless of treatment, took four times as long to

attack the predator stimulus as compared with control colonies
at the start of the experiment (figure 1). Thus, it seems that colo-

nies change their behaviour more drastically in response to

encounters with predators than with prey. This rapid response

may obscure any subtle effects of having just one or two

informed individuals present within the colony. Although, it

is possible that we may have detected a significant effect if

the ratio of demonstrators to naive individuals had been

larger [55]. The tendency for these societies to learn rapidly

about their predators has important fitness implications,

because an error with a voracious predator like A. custodiens
could not only result in the death of the attacking individuals,

but the demise of the entire society [41,59].

Inaccurate information only had a detectable effect when

keystones were the first to harbour it. Under no conditions

did we see an adverse effect of inaccurate information in the

hands of generic individuals (figure 1), yet misinformation in

the hands of keystone individuals had pronounced effects.

Colonies containing just one misinformed keystone exhibited

longer latencies to attack prey stimuli for nearly the entirety of

our experiment (figure 1), which resulted in fewer foraging

opportunities for the whole colony and greater collective

weight loss (figure 2). Likewise, containing just one misin-

formed keystone individual resulted in colonies continuing to

attack predator stimuli; this effect was somewhat ephemeral

and all colonies quickly learned to avoid the predator stimuli.

While these effects were fleeting, we emphasize that the pri-

mary driver of colony extinction at many sites is predation

by ants [41]. Thus, even one mistaken response towards these

predators may result in the annihilation of an entire colony

[59]. Taken together, although informed keystones failed to

exhibit any enhanced benefits for their societies relative to

informed generic individuals, misinformed keystones resulted

in the loss of foraging opportunities for their colony and

may place them at greater risk of attack by their most serious

predator [41].

Although this study was not aimed at exploring the

behavioural mechanisms underlying the ill effects of misin-

formed keystones, we will take a moment here to speculate

about just some of the putative mechanisms. One plausible
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explanation for the ill effects of misinformed keystone individ-

uals on collective learning is that they might have engaged in a

disproportionately large number of attacks. If keystone indi-

viduals tended to perform a large amount of work for their

society, then it follows that they might have been particularly

influential in determining colony-level outcomes. This does

not appear to be the case in the patterns observed here

(figure 1; electronic supplementary material, appendix 2).

As found in previous studies, keystone individuals do

engage in a disproportionately large number of attacks shortly

after colony initiation (electronic supplementary material,

appendix 2). However, their involvement decreases over

time, regardless of treatment, and eventually their involvement

ceases entirely. This point of cessation precedes the moment at

which colonies harbouring misinformed keystones approxi-

mate the behaviour and performance of other treatment groups

(figure 1; electronic supplementary material, appendix 2). It is

therefore unlikely that the patterns observed can be attributed

to the direct involvement of keystone individuals. Instead, this

suggests that transmission of information is responsible for the

observed patterns.

Our data also highlight the importance of individual vari-

ation for group success. In S. dumicola, inaccurate information

had little or no effect in the hands of generic individuals,

which constitute the vast majority of individuals in these

societies. Thus, if we had ignored individual variation, we

might have mistakenly concluded that inaccurate information

had no effect on colony performance. However, the effects of

misinformation merely depend on the phenotypes (and the

social influence) of the individuals that initially harbour it. In

S. dumicola, as in some other systems [14,33], individuals’

probability of emerging as a keystone individual is tightly

linked with their personality type [31,34]. This provides further

rationale for considering individual variation in personality in

any complex society. Surprisingly, the effects of keystone indi-

viduals appear to be unidirectional in this system: keystones

only seem to have a particularly large influence when they har-

bour inaccurate information to potentially disastrous effect, but

not when they possess accurate information. We posit that a

moderate or high rate of prey community turnover across the

course of a season or year could result in a mismatch between

a colony’s experience and its contemporary environment.

However, the data here raise unanswered questions regarding

the frequency with which keystone individuals acquire misin-

formation in nature, and the fitness consequences of such

keystone individuals in the wild.
5. Conclusion
In the social spider S. dumicola, inaccurate information has its

greatest effects when it is in the hands of keystone individuals.

Misinformed keystones slow the rate at which colonies learn to
attack/avoid novel prey or predator stimuli, resulting in

greater weight loss across the entire colony, and the propa-

gation of misinformation that results in other individuals

mistakenly attacking some of their most dangerous predators.

Keystone individuals are often the first to disperse [60], and

therefore are likely to be the first individuals to learn about

novel environments and may possess the necessary social

influence to spread their findings to fellow colony members.

We therefore propose that keystone individuals may, at

times, become points of susceptibility within their societies,

providing powerful benefits for their societies under some con-

ditions [31] but decreasing group performance during others.

This leads us to ask, with what regularity do key group

members become idiomatic Achilles’ heels of their society?
6. Significance statement
It stands to reason that the efficacy of information spread may

change based on the social influence of the information’s

original bearers. This has been hypothesized by other inves-

tigators but rarely, if ever, confirmed outside of human

societies. Our data demonstrate that information quality has

its greatest effects in the hands of singularly influential

keystone individuals, which tend to exhibit unique personal-

ity types. Disturbingly, these effects are ratcheted in a way

that predisposes keystone individuals to hurt their societies:

keystone individuals only appear to have particularly large

effects when they harbour inaccurate information and these

effects are disastrous. Keystone individuals with inaccurate

information literally cause their societies to wither and slow

the rate with which groups learn about their environment.
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